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By Thomas Ligotti, Jeff VanderMeer

Penguin Putnam Inc. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Songs of a Dead
Dreamer and Grimscribe, Thomas Ligotti, Jeff VanderMeer, Two terrifying classics by the best kept
secret in contemporary horror fiction ("The" "Washington Post") Thomas Ligotti s debut collection,
"Songs of a Dead Dreamer," and his second, "Grimscribe," permanently inscribed a new name in the
pantheon of horror fiction.Influenced by the strange terrors of Lovecraft and Poe and by the brutal
absurdity of Kafka, Ligotti eschews cheap, gory thrills for his own brand of horror, which shocks at
the deepest, existential, levels. Ligotti s stories take on decaying cities and lurid dreamscapes in a
style ranging from rich, ornamental prose to cold, clinical detachment. His raw and experimental
work lays bare the unimportance of our world and the sickening madness of the human condition.
Like the greatest writers of cosmic horror, Ligotti bends reality until it cracks, opening fissures
through which he invites us to gaze on the unsettling darkness of the abyss below. For more than
sixty-five years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking
world. With more than 1,500titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is wonderful. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am very happy to tell you that here is the best book we
have read through inside my personal daily life and could be he finest pdf for actually.
-- Ms. Sydnee Lesch-- Ms. Sydnee Lesch

The very best book i at any time read. It generally does not price an excessive amount of. I discovered this publication from my dad and i recommended
this book to understand.
-- Joesph Hettinger-- Joesph Hettinger
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